The topological fundamental group π top 1 is a homotopy invariant finer than the usual fundamental group. It assigns to each space a quasitopological group and is discrete on spaces which admit universal covers. For an arbitrary space X, we compute the topological fundamental group of the suspension space Σ(X + ) and find that π top 1 (Σ(X + )) either fails to be a topological group or is the free topological group on the path component space of X. Using this computation, we provide an abundance of counterexamples to the assertion that all topological fundamental groups are topological groups. A relation to free topological groups allows us to reduce the problem of characterizing Hausdorff spaces X for which π top 1 (Σ(X + )) is a Hausdorff topological group to some well known classification problems in topology.
is a homotopy invariant finer than the usual fundamental group. It assigns to each space a quasitopological group and is discrete on spaces which admit universal covers. For an arbitrary space X, we compute the topological fundamental group of the suspension space Σ(X + ) and find that π top 1 (Σ(X + )) either fails to be a topological group or is the free topological group on the path component space of X. Using this computation, we provide an abundance of counterexamples to the assertion that all topological fundamental groups are topological groups. A relation to free topological groups allows us to reduce the problem of characterizing Hausdorff spaces X for which π top 1 (Σ(X + )) is a Hausdorff topological group to some well known classification problems in topology.
The fact that classical homotopy theory is insufficient for studying spaces with homotopy type other than that of a CW-complex has motivated the introduction of a number of invariants useful for studying spaces with complex local structure. For instance, inCech theory, one typically approximates complicated spaces with "nice" spaces and takes the limit or colimit of an algebraic invariant evaluated on the approximating spaces. Another approach is to directly transfer topological data to algebraic invariants such as homotopy or (co)homology groups by endowing them with natural topologies that behave nicely with respect to the algebraic structure. While this second approach does not yield purely algebraic objects, it does have the advantage of allowing direct application of the rich theory of topological algebra. The notion of "topologized" homotopy invariant seems to have been introduced by Hurewicz in [16] and studied subsequently by Dugundji in [5] . Whereas these early methods focused on "finite step homotopies" through open covers of spaces, we are primarily interested in the properties of a topologized version of the usual fundamental group.
The topological fundamental group π top 1 (X, x) of a based space (X, x), as first sepecified by Biss [2] , is the fundamental group π 1 (X, x) endowed with the natural topology that arrises from viewing it as a quotient space of the space of loops based at x. This choice of topological structure, makes π top 1 particularly useful for studying the homotopy of spaces that lack universal covers, i.e. that fail to be locally path connected or semi-locally simply connected. Previously, several authors asserted that topological fundamental groups are always topological groups [2, 7, 13, 22] , overlooking the fact that products of quotient maps are not always quotient maps. The initial intention of the research presented here was to produce couterexamples to this assertion. Recently, Fabel [9] has shown that the Hawaiian earring group π provide preliminaries and some of the basic theory of topological fundamental groups.
The counterexamples mentioned above come from a class of spaces considered in section 2. This class consists of reduced suspensions of spaces with disjoint basepoint (written Σ(X + )). The well known suspension-loop adjunction then provides an unexpected relation to the free (Markov) topological groups. In fact, π top 1 (Σ(X + )) either fails to be a topological group or is the free topological group on the path component space of X. This new connection is particularly surprising since, in general, it is difficult to describe the topological structure of both topological fundamental groups and free topological groups. We also note that much has been done to determine when free topological groups have certain quotient structures and the realization of these objects as homotopy invariants may indicate a potential application to their study. The second purpose of this paper, and our main result, is to fully describe the isomorphism class of π top 1 (Σ(X + )) in the category of quasitopological groups. Specifically, π top 1 (Σ(X + )) is the quotient (via reduction of words) of the path component space of the free topological monoid on X X −1 .
Determining when a topology on a group is a group topology (is such that multiplication and inversion are continuous) is fundamental to the theory of topological groups. In section 3, we apply this theory to describe the topological properties of π top 1 (Σ(X + )) and reduce the classification of Hausdorff spaces X such that π top 1 (Σ(X + )) is a Hausdorff topological group (and necessarily a free topological group) to three separate and well known classification problems in topology. We find that π Determining when products of quotient maps are quotient maps is fundamental to topology and has been extensively studied. Additionally, the classification of spaces for which conditions 3. and 4. are individually held are important open problems in the study of free topological groups.
The Topological Fundamental Group
We now recall some preliminaries regarding path component spaces and the compact-open topology.
Path component spaces
The path component space of a topological space X is the set of path components π 0 (X) of X with the quotient topology with respect to the canonical map P X : X → π 0 (X). We denote this space as π top 0 (X) and remove or change the subscript of the map P X when convenient. Since continuous functions take path components into path components, a map f : X → Y induces a map f * : π such that f (A) ⊆ B) and if X and Y have basepoints x and y respectively, M * (X, x; Y, y) (or just M * (X, Y)) is the subspace of basepoint preserving maps. In particular, Ω(X, x) = M * (S 1 , (1, 0); X, x) is the space of based loops. When X is path connected and the basepoint is clear, we just write Ω(X). For convenience, we will often replace Ω(X, x) by the homeomorphic relative mapping space M(I, {0, 1}; X, {x}) where I = [0, 1] is the closed unit interval. We will consistently denote the constant path at x by c x : I → X.
The compact-open topology
For any fixed, closed subinterval A ⊆ I, we make use of the following notation. Let H A : I → A be the unique, increasing, linear homeomorphism. For a path p : I → X, the restricted path of p to A is the composite p A = p| A • H A : I → A → X. For integer n ≥ 1 and j = 1, ..., n, let K j n be the closed subinterval j−1 n , j n ⊆ I. If p j : I → X, j = 1, ..., n are paths such that p j (1) = p j+1 (0) for each j = 1, ..., n − 1, then the n-fold concatenation of these paths is the unique path q = * n j=1 p i = p 1 * p 2 * · · · * p n such that q K j n = p j for each j. It is well known that concatenation * : Ω(X) × Ω(X) → Ω(X) and loop inversion −1 : Ω(X) → Ω(X), p −1 (t) = p(1 − t) are continuous with respect to the compact-open topology.
The following lemma is a basic property of free path spaces. For details see [3] . This allows us to intuit basic open neighborhoods of paths and loops as finite, ordered sets of "instructions."
The topological fundamental group and functorality
The topological fundamental group of a based space (X, x) is the path component space π
(Ω(X, x)). For an unbased space Y, let Y + = Y { * } denote the based space with added disjoint basepoint. The natural homeomorphisms M * (Σ(I + ), X) M(I, Ω(X)) indicate that homotopy classes of based loops in X are the same as path components in Ω(X, x). Consequently, π top 1 (X, x) may be described as the usual fundamental group with the final topology with respect to the canonical map Ω(X, x) → π 1 (X, x) identifying homotopy classes of loops. Proposition 1.6. The topology of π top 1 (X, x) is the finest topology on π 1 (X, x) such that the canonical map Ω(X, x) → π 1 (X, x) is continuous.
While π top 1 (X, x) is a group with a topology, we show in section 3 that it is not always a topological group. With this in mind, we describe the functorial nature of π top 1 using the next definition.
Definition 1.7.
A quasitopological group G is a group with topology such that inversion G → G, g → g −1 is continuous and multiplication G × G → G is continuous in each variable (i.e. all translations are continuous). A morphism of quasitopological groups is a continuous homomorphism and the category of quasitopological groups is denoted QT G .
A basic account of the theory of quasitopological groups may be found in [1] . The next two lemmas combine results from [2] and [4] . : hTop * → QT G is a functor.
Proof. It was noted in section 1.2 that both loop inversion Ω(X, x) → Ω(X, x), α → α −1 and concatenation Ω(X, x) × Ω(X, x) → Ω(X, x), (α, β) → α * β are continuous. For any fixed loop α ∈ Ω(X, x), concatenation restricts to the continuous maps r α , l α : Ω(X, x) → Ω(X, x) which are right and left concatenation by α respectively. Applying the path component space functor to loop inversion, r α , and l α , it is clear that the functions π (Ω( f )) is also continuous. Preservation of identity and composition are given by functorality of π 1 . Since two homotopic maps induce the same continuous homomorphism, it follows that π top 1 is well defined on the homotopy category. Proof. Suppose γ : I → X is a path with γ(0) = x and γ(1) = y. The maps Γ :
and Γ : Ω(X, x) → Ω(X, y), Γ (β) = γ −1 * β * γ are continuous and induce the appropriate continuous inverses on path component spaces.
Since choice of basepoint within path components is irrelivant, we suppress the basepoint and simply write π top 1 (X) whenever X is path connected.
While multiplication is not always continuous in topological fundamental groups, we do have the continuity of power maps. Proposition 1.10. For each integer n ≥ 1, the n-th power map pow n : π
n is continuous.
n , ∆ n (α) = (α, ..., α) be the diagonal map and m n : Ω(X, x) n → Ω(X, x), m n (α 1 , ..., α n ) = α 1 * · · · * α n be the n-fold concatenation map. The composite m n • ∆ n : Ω(X, x) → Ω(X, x) is continuous and when we apply the path component space functor, we get a continuous map
n which is precisely the n-th power map.
It is well known that there are quasitopological groups with discontinuous power maps. For instance, consider subset K = 3 n |n ≥ 1, = ±1 of the additive group of reals R. Form a neighborhood base at 0 consisting of symmetric neighborhoods of the form (−t, t) − K. Letting all translations be homemeorphisms we generate a topology which makes R a quasitopological group. It is not too difficult to see that the square map s : R → R, s(t) = 2t is discontinuous. In particular, the sequence is not essentially surjective: Corollary 1.11. Not every quasitopological group is a topological fundamental group.
A characterization of discreteness
In general, it is difficult to determine if the topological fundamental group of a space is a topological group. There are, however, instances when it is easy to answer in the affirmative, namely those spaces X for which π top 1 (X) has the discrete topology. Lemma 1.12. For any based space (X, x), the following are equivalent:
(X, x) has the discrete topology. Proof. 1. ⇔ 2. follows from Remark 1.2. 1. ⇔ 3. follows from the fact that left and right translations in π top 1 (X, x) are homeomorphisms. 3. ⇔ 4. is due to the fact that π top 1 (X) has the quotient topology of Ω(X, x).
These obvious characterizations are inconvenient in that they do not characterize discreteness in terms of the topological properties of X itself. We give such a description in the next theorem which has also appeared in [4] . Recall that a space is semilocally simply connected (SLSC) if for each x ∈ X there is an open neighborhood U of x such that the inclusion i : U → X induces the trivial homomorphism i * : π 1 (U, x) → π 1 (X, x). Note that if i : U → X induces the trivial homomorphism i * : π 1 (U, x) → π 1 (X, x) and z lies in the same path component of U as x, then the induced homomorphism i * : π 1 (U, z) → π 1 (X, z) is also trivial. Theorem 1.13. Suppose X is path connected. If π top 1 (X) is discrete, then X is SLSC. If X is locally path connected and SLSC, then π top 1 (X) is discrete.
Proof. We suppose x ∈ X and by Lemma 1.9 may assume that π top 1 (X, x) is discrete or equivalently that Ω(X, x) is 0-SLSC. This allows us to find open neighborhood W of the constant loop c x in Ω(X, x) such that α c x for each α ∈ W.
There is an open neighborhood U of x in X such that c x ∈ S 1 , U ⊆ W. Since every loop α ∈ S 1 , U is null-homotopic in X, the inclusion i : U → X induces the trivial homomorphism i * : π 1 (U, x) → π 1 (X, x). Thus X is SLSC.
We now suppose X is locally path connected and SLSC and that α ∈ M(I, {0, 1}; X, {x}). We find an open neighborhood of α in M(I, {0, 1}; X, {x}) containing only loops homotopic to α in X. This suffices to show that Ω(X, x) is 0-SLSC. For each t ∈ I, we find an open neighborhood U t of α(t) in X such that the inclusion u t : U t → X induces the trivial homomorphism (u t ) * : π 1 (U t , α(t)) → π 1 (X, α(t)). We then find a path connected, open neighborhood V t of α(t) contained in U t . Take a finite subcover {V t 1 , ..., V t k } of α(I) and finite subdivisions of I to find an integer m ≥ 1 such that α ∈ 
is an open neighborhood of α in M(I, {0, 1}; X, {x}). We suppose γ ∈ U and construct a homotopy to α. We have γ(s j ) ∈ W j for j = 1, ..., m − 1 allowing us to find paths p j : I → W j such that p j (0) = α(s j ) and p j (1) = γ(s j ). Let p 0 = p m = c x be the constant path at x. We now make use of our notation for restricted paths. For j = 1, ..., m we define loops β j : I → V j based at α(s j−1 ) as the concatenations
Recall that V j = V t i j where α(t i j ) ∈ V j . Since V j is path connected, the points α(s j−1 ) and α(t i j ) lie in the same path component of U j . Therefore the inclusion u j : U j → X induces the trivial homomorphism (u j ) * : π 1 (U j , α(s j−1 )) → π 1 (X, α(s j−1 )). Consequently, each loop β j is homotopic (in X) to the constant loop at α(s j−1 ). The homotopies of loops β j c α(s j−1 ) give fixed endpoint homotopies of paths α K j m
Now we have concatenations of homotopies
This proves that U contains only loops homotopic to α in X, or in otherwords that the inclusion U → M(I, {0, 1}; X, {x}) induces the constant function on path components.
Separation properties and a basis for
In [2] and [10] , the harmonic archepellago (a non-compact subspace of R 3 ) is shown to have uncountable, indiscrete topological fundamental group. The next example is a compact metric space with topological fundamental group isomorphic to the indiscrete group of integers. Example 1.14. Let S 1 = {(x, y, 0) ∈ R 3 |x 2 + y 2 = 1} be the unit circle in the xy-plane of R 3 . For all integers n ≥ 1, we let Since there are simple spaces with non-trivial, indiscrete topological fundamental group, we cannot take any separation properties for granted. We now give a simple characterization of spaces with T1 topological fundamental group. Proposition 1.15. Suppose X is path connected. The following are equivalent:
1. For each loop α ∈ Ω(X) which is not null-homotopic, there is an open neighborhood V of α such that V contains no null-homotopic loops.
2. The singleton containing the identity is closed in π top 1 (X).
follows from the definition of the quotient topology and 2. ⇔ 3. ⇔ 4. holds for all quasitopological groups.
As the continuity of multiplication is critical in proving that every T 0 topological group is Tychonoff, it can be difficult to recognize separation properties T i , i ≥ 2 in quasitopological groups. Additionally, the complex nature of homotopy as an equivalence relation further complicates our attempt to characterize stronger separation properties in topological fundamental groups. To be able to make any general statement for when π We also make use of the following notation:
Construction of basis:
Suppose q : Y Z is quotient map, z ∈ Z, and U ∈ Cov(Y) is a fixed pointwise open cover. We construct open neighborhoods of z in Z in the most unabashed way, that is, by recursively "collecting" the elements of Y so that our collection is both open and saturated. We begin by
We then may take the union 
In the case of the quotient map P :
Cov(Ω(X)) give a basis for the topology of π
, U )) can be described as follows:
, there is an integer n ≥ 1 and a sequence of loops γ 0 , γ 1 , ..., γ 2n+1 where γ 0 = c x , γ 2i γ 2i+1 for i = 0, 1, ..., n, γ 2i+1 ∈ U γ 2i+2 for i = 0, 1, ..., n − 1, and γ 2n+1 = α. In this sense, the neighborhood O P ([c x ], U ) is an alternating "collection" of homotopy classes and nearby loops (the nearby being determined by the elements of U ).
We can state what it means for π top 1 (X) to be Hausdorff in these terms. 
If the second statement holds, we suppose that [β 1 ] and [β 2 ] are distinct classes in π
We now describe the isomorphim class of π top 1 (Σ(X + )) in the category of quasitopological groups for an arbitrary space X.
The spaces Σ(X + )
Suppose X is a topological space and X + = X { * } is the based space with added disjoint basepoint. Let
be the reduced suspension of X + with canonical choice of basepoint and x∧s denote the image of (x, s) ∈ X ×I under the quotient map X + × I → Σ(X + ). For subsets A ⊆ X and S ⊆ I, let A ∧ S = {a ∧ s|a ∈ A, s ∈ S}. A subspace P ∧ I where P ∈ π 0 (X) is a path component of X is called a hoop of Σ(X + ).
Suppose B X is a basis for the topology of X which is closed under finite intersections. For a point
Open neighborhoods of x 0 may be given in terms of open coverings of X × {0, 1} in
is an open neighborhood of x in X and t x ∈ (0,
is an open neighborhood of x 0 in Σ(X + ). The collection B Σ(X + ) of neighborhoods of the form U ∧ (c, d) and
) is a basis for the topology Σ(X + ) which is closed under finite intersection.
We remark on some of the basic topological properties of Σ(X + ).
Remark 2.1. For an arbitrary space X,
3. Every basic neighborhood V ∈ B Σ(X + ) containing x 0 is arc connected and simply connected.
4. For each t ∈ (0, 1), the closed subspaces X ∧ [0, t] and X ∧ [t, 1] are homeomorphic to CX the cone of X, and are contractible to the basepoint point x 0 .
Σ(X + ) is Hausdorff if and only if X is
Hausdorff, but the following holds for arbitrary X: For each point x ∧ t ∈ X ∧ (0, 1), there are disjoint open neighborhoods separating x ∧ t and the basepoint x 0 .
The next remark illustrates that the spaces Σ(X + ) are natural generalizations of a wedge of circles. Intuitively, one might think of Σ(X + ) as a "wedge of circles parameterized by the space X."
1 be the wedge of circles indexed by the underlying set of X. Suppose : I → S 1 is the exponential map and a point in the x-th summand of the wedge is denoted as (t) x for t ∈ I. The pushout property implies that every map f :
It is easy to see that (−) S 1 : Top → Top * is a functor which we may relate to Σ((−) + ) in the following way.
Remark 2.2. There is a natural transformation
is a continuous bijection. Moreover, γ X is a homeomorphism if and only X has the discrete topology.
This fact gives some trivial cases for the topology of π top 1 (Σ(X + )). Namely, if X has the discrete topology, then Σ(X + ) is homeomorphic to a wedge of circles and by the Van-Kampen Theorem and Theorem 1.13, π top 1 (Σ(X + )) must be isomorphic to the discrete free group F(X) on the underlying set of X. We will see later on that π 
is left adjoint to the composite functor UΩ : Top * → Top. This is illustrated by the natural homeomorphisms
This adjunction immediately gives the following motivation for our proposed computation of π top 1 (Σ(X + )). We will say that a quotient group G/N of a quasitopological group G is a topological quotient group when G/N has the quotient topology with respect to the canonical homomorphism G → G/N. 
Free topological monoids and the James map
Prior to computing π 1 (Σ(X + )) and π top 1 (Σ(X + )), we recall some common constructions in algebraic topology and topological algebra.
Let Y −1 denote a homeomorphic copy of an unbased space Y. The free topological monoid on the disjoint . . . y n n is |w| = n and we set |e| = 0. For each finite (possibly empty)
where i ∈ {±1}, let Y ζ = {y We relate free topological monoids to π top 1 (Σ(X + )), via the unbased "James map" u : X → Ω(Σ(X + )), u(x)(t) = u x (t) = x ∧ t. This allows us to define a natural embedding J : M * T (X) → Ω(Σ(X + )) taking the empty word to the constant map and
u i x i . These constructions follow the well known James construction, used, originally by I.M. James, to study the geometry of Ω(ΣZ, * ) for a connected CW-complex Z.
The fundamental group π 1 (Σ(X + ))
Throughout the rest of this section, we let P X : X → π top 0 (X) and P Ω : Ω(Σ(X + )) → π top 1 (Σ(X + )) denote the canonical quotient maps.
To compute π top 1 (Σ(X + )), we must first understand the algebraic structure of π 1 (Σ(X + )). We begin by observing that the James map u : X → Ω(Σ(X + )) induces a continuous map u * :
(Σ(X + )) on path component spaces. The underlying function u * : π 0 (X) → π 1 (Σ(X + )) induces a group homomorphism h X : F(π 0 (X)) → π 1 (Σ(X + )) on the free group generated by the path components of X. In particular, h X takes the reduced word P 
, then we say α has no orientation and is trivial. The subspaces of Ω s (Σ(X + )) consisting of simple loops with positive, negative, and no orienation are denoted Ω +s (Σ(X + )), Ω −s (Σ(X + )), and Ω 0s (Σ(X + )) respectively.
The fact that Z is discrete, allows us to write the loop space Ω(Σ(X + )) as the disjoint union n∈Z P
Consquently, we may write Ω s (Σ(X + )) as the disjoint union
We also note that Ω −s (Σ(X + )) = Ω +s (Σ(X + )) −1 . Thus loop inversion give a homeomorphism Ω +s (Σ(X + )) Ω −s (Σ(X + )). The next two lemmas are required to prove the surjectivity of h X .
Lemma 2.10. A simple loop α ∈ Ω s (Σ(X + )) is null-homotopic if and only if it is trivial.
Proof. By definition, a simple loop which has orientation is not null-homotopic. Therefore, it suffices to show that any trivial loop is null-homotopic. If α is trivial, then α does not traverse any hoop of Σ(X + ), i.e. there is a t ∈ (0, 1) such that α has image in either
We note that the subspaces P ∧ (0, 1) for path components P ∈ π 0 (X) are precisely the path components of X ∧ (0, 1). Therefore, if p : I → Σ(X + ) is a path such that p(0) ∈ P 1 ∧ (0, 1) and p(1) ∈ P 2 ∧ (0, 1) for distinct P 1 , P 2 ∈ π 0 (X) (i.e. the endpoints of p lie in distinct hoops and are not the basepoint x 0 ), then there is a t ∈ (0, 1) such that p(t) = x 0 . This implies that the image of each simple loop lies entirely within a single hoop.
Lemma 2.11. If simple loops α and β have the same orientation and have image in the same hoop P ∧ I ⊆ Σ(X + ), then they are homotopic.
Proof. Suppose α and β have positive orientation and image in P ∧ I. Since P ∧ (1, 0) is a path component of X ∧ (0, 1), we may find a t ∈ (0, 1) and a path p : I → X ∧ (0, 1) such that p(0) = α(t) and p(1) = β(t). Now ] are trivial simple loops which by the previous lemma must be null homotopic. This gives fixed endpoint homotopies of paths
The concatenation of these two gives
One may simply invert loops to prove the case of negative orientation.
We require the next lemma and remark to prove the injectivity of h X . . . . P n n ∈ F(π 0 (X)) is a non-empty reduced word such that
is not the identity of π 1 (Σ(X + )).
Proof. The retraction r : Σ(X + ) → S 1 induces an epimorphism r * : π 1 (Σ(X + )) → Z on fundamental groups, where r * ([u x ] ) = for each x ∈ X and ∈ {±1}. Therefore, if
0 (where x i ∈ P i ) and h X (w) cannot be the identity of π 1 (Σ(X + )). . . . P n n ∈ F(π 0 (X)) is a reduced word such that n ≥ 2 and n i=1 i = 0, then there are i 0 , i 1 ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} such that P i 0 P i 1 .
Theorem 2.14. h X : F(π 0 (X)) → π 1 (Σ(X + )) is an isomorphism of groups.
Proof. To show that h X is surjective, we suppose α ∈ Ω(Σ(X + )) is an arbitrary loop. The pullback
is a simple loop, and by 2.1 (5), all but finitely many of the α m have image in the simply connected neighborhood X ∧ [0, 1 8 ) ( 7 8 , 1]. Therefore α is homotopic to a finite concatenation of simple loops α m 1 * α m 2 * · · · * α m n . By Lemma 2.10, we may suppose that each α m i has orientation i ∈ {±1} and image in hoop P i ∧ I. Lemma 2.11 then gives that
. For injectivity, we suppose w = P . . . P n n is a non-empty reduced word in F(π 0 (X)). It suffices to show that
x n ] is non-trivial when x i ∈ P i for each i. We proceed by induction on n and note that Lemma 2.12 gives the first step of induction n = 1. Suppose n ≥ 2 and h X (v) is non-trivial for all reduced words v = Q
is non-trivial when n i=1 i = 0. We suppose otherwise, i.e. that there is a homotopy of based loops
2 . Remark 2.1 (5) indicates that the singleton {x 0 } is closed in Σ(X + ) so that H −1 (x 0 ) is a compact subset of I 2 . Since each u i x i is simple we have that
where ∂ denotes boundary in R 2 . We also have that
x 0 for each i = 1, ..., n. This allows us to find an r 0 > 0 so that when
Now we find an r 1 ∈ (0, r 0 ) and cover H −1 (x 0 ) with finitely many open balls
(which is possible since we are assuming H to be continuous). Note that if q : I → l V l is a path with endpoints q(0), q(1) ∈ H −1 (x 0 ), then the loop H • q : I → Σ(X + ) is based at x 0 , has image in the simply connected neighborhood X ∧ [0, 
is path connected and contains each of the b 2i−1 . Since we were able to assume that i i = 0, we know by Remark 2.13 (2) that there are i 0 , i 1 ∈ {1, ..., n} such that P i 0 P i 1 . We have shown that there is a path p : 
Since u x u y if and only if x and y lie in the same path component of X, we denote the homotopy class of u x by [u P ] where P is the path component of x in X. Thus {[u P ]|P ∈ π 0 (X)} freely generates π 1 (Σ(X + )). This computation also indicates that the canonical map u * :
Three topologies on F(π 0 (X))
In the effort to recognize the topological structure of π top 1 (Σ(X + )), we observe three comparable but potentially distinct topologies on F(π 0 (X)). We proceed from the coarsest to the finest topology.
Free topological groups
Free topological groups have been extensively studied since their introduction in 1941 by Markov [18] . In particular, the free (Markov) topological group F M (Y) on a space Y is the unique (up to topological isomorphism) topological group such that (Σ(X + )) is continuous, injective, and has image freely generating the algebraic group π 1 (Σ(X + )). Moreover, the composite h
is the canonical injection σ : π top 0 (X) → F(π 0 (X)). But the topology of F M π top 0 (X) is the finest group topology on F(π 0 (X)) such that σ is continuous. (Σ(X + )) is a topological group, then the group isomorphism h −1
In section 3, we apply known properties of free topological groups to characterize some topological properties of π top 1 (Σ(X + )). The next lemma is well accepted; the abelian version is proved in [24] .
Lemma 2.18. F M preserves quotient maps.
Proof. Suppose q : X → Y is a quotient map and σ X : X → F M (X) and σ Y : Y → F M (Y) are the canonical injections. Let G be a topological group andf :
andf is constant on the fibers of F M (q), it follows that f =f • σ X : X → G is constant on the the fibers of q. This induces a map k :
• σ X and the uniqueness off gives thatf =k • F M (q).
The reduction topology
Since we expect P Ω : Ω(Σ(X + )) → π At first glance, the reduction topology appears to be an appropriate choice and its simple description certainly makes it appealing. It is true under certain circumstances that π top 1 (Σ(X + )) F R π top 0 (X) , in fact, we will fully characterize when this occurs for Hausdorff X. To describe the topological isomorphism class of π top 1 (Σ(X + )) for arbitrary X, however, we make use of a finer topology on F(π 0 (X)).
Semitopological monoids and a quotient reduction topology
Though a general construction is possible, we restrict ourselves to placing our last topology on the free group F(π 0 (X)) as opposed to F M (Y) and F R (Y) which are given for arbitrary Y. We make use the two equivalent defects of the category of spaces:
1. π top 0 fails to preserve finite products.
2. The powers of P X : X → π top 0 (X) need not be quotient maps. (X) n which satisfies ψ n • P X n = P n X . This confirms the equivalence of two topological defects above. Since
n we have, for each space X, a canonical continuous bijection ψ X : 2. ψ X is a topological isomorphism.
M * T
(P X ) is a quotient map.
For each integer n ≥ 2, (P
which is the inverse of ψ X . 2. ⇔ 3. follows from the fact that
We give the next definition since multiplication in π We are now interested in the composite monoid epimorphism:
We give F(π 0 (X)) the quotient topology with respect to R • ψ X and denote the resulting group with topology as (X) we observe that the vertical arrows in the commuting diagram
are quotient. Consequently the identity homomorphism Ψ X :
(X) is always continuous. 
A comparison of
Here σ : π top 0 (X) → F(π 0 (X)) is the canonical injection which is continuous with respect to all three topologies. The horizontal maps are the continuous identity homomorphisms.
The next diagram gives a more detailed comparison of the topological structures.
The maps ψ X , φ X , Ψ X , Φ X are continuous identity homomorphisms. By Lemma 2.18, F M (P X ) is a quotient map. In fact, the only maps other than the identities that need not be quotient are M * T (P X ) and F R (P X ). (X) is a quotient map. If (P X ) n is a quotient map for all n ≥ 2, then F R (P X ) must be quotient.
Proof. The first statement is clear from the placement of the quotient maps in the second diagram. If (P X ) n is a quotient map for all n ≥ 2, then M * T
• R where the R are the appropriate reduction quotient maps F R (P X ) must also be quotient. Proposition 2.27. The following are equivalent:
2. Ψ X and Φ X are topological isomorphisms. (X) (from the first diagram), all three must be topologically isomorphic. 2. ⇔ 3. simply follows from observing the placement of the quotient maps in the second diagram. .
The composite F M (P
X ) • φ X : F R (X) → F M π top 0 (X) is a quotient map. Proof. 2. ⇒ 1. is obvious. 1. ⇒ 2. If
Relating
Here J * = π top 0 (J ) is the map induced by J on path component spaces. We recall from Corollary 2.16, that the fibers of the composites
(X) are equal. Since Ψ X is the identity homomorphism, it is easy to see that the fibers of the quotient map
(X)) are equal to the fibers of the map
The universal property of quotient spaces, then indicates that the group isomorphism h X :
(Σ(X + )) of section 2.3 is continuous. Our main result asserts that for arbitrary X, h X is also an open map and hence Theorem 2.28. For each space X, h X :
This result is a "computation" in the sense that it fully identifies the isomorphism class of π (Σ(X + )) is the quotient (via reduction) of the path component space of the free topological monoid with continuous involution on X. We will prove Theorem 2.28 in the next section but first we note some immediate consequences. First, Proposition 2.27 allows us to characterize the spaces X for which π We admit that this characterization is not particularly illuminating. Much of section 3 is devoted to translating the condition that Φ X and Ψ X be a topological isomorphism into familiar conditions from topology. We do however, have the following sufficient conditions. Corollary 2.30. If F R (X) is a topological group, then so is π top 1 (Σ(X + )).
Proof. If F R (X) is a topological group, then φ X : F R (X) → F M (X) is a homeomorphism and the composite 
Example 2.31. This computation becomes remarkably simple for totally path disconnected spaces (i.e. spaces X such that P X : X π top 0 (X)). In this case (P X ) n is a homeomorphism for all n ≥ 2 and so
We may also give a nice characterization of discreteness. 
A Proof of Theorem 2.28
To prove that h X is open, we take the approach of factoring the quotient map P Ω : Ω(Σ(X + )) → π top 1 (Σ(X + )) into the composite of functions, not all of which will be continuous. We begin by studying the topology of simple loops (defined in section 2.2) and decomposing arbitrary loops into words of oriented simple loops.
Step 1: The topology of simple loops Throughout the rest of this section let U = X ∧ 0, 
2. The open neighborhoods V l+1 , . . . , V k−1 are of the form A ∧ (a, b) where A ∈ B X and b − a < . 
This is an open neighborhood of α by definition and it suffices to show that V ⊆ W. We suppose β ∈ V and show that β( 
is the unique linear homeomorphism (as in section 1.2) then we let V j = Y i p,q whenever
It is easy to see that both 1. and 2. in the statement are satisfied by V.
We note some additional properties of the neighborhood V constructed in the previous lemma: Remark 2.34. For each path β ∈ V we have,
This follows directly from the conditions 1. and 2. in the lemma. Step 2: Decomposition of arbitrary loops
Here we assign to each loop in Σ(X + ), a (possibly empty) word of simple loops with orientation. We again use the observation, that Ω +s (Σ(X + )) and Ω −s (Σ(X + )) = Ω +s (Σ(X + )) −1 are disjoint homeomorphic subspaces of M(I, Σ(X + )). The free topological monoid on Ω +s (Σ(X + )) Ω +s (Σ(X + )) −1 is topologically isomorphic to the free topological monoid with continuous involution M * T
(Ω +s (Σ(X + ))). From here on we make no distinction between the one letter word α −1 in M * T
(Ω +s (Σ(X + ))) and the inverse loop
We now define a "decomposition" function D :
(Ω +s (Σ(X + ))). In step 5, we refer to the details of the construction of D.
Decomposition: Suppose β ∈ M(I, {0, 1}; Σ(X + ), {x 0 }) is an arbitrary loop. First, if β has image contained in U (i.e. β ∈ I, U ), then we let D(β) = e be the empty word. Suppose then that β(I) U. The pullback (Ω +s (Σ(X + ))).
Remark 2.37. Informally, D(β) denotes the word composed of the simple loops of β which contribute a letter in the unreduced word of the homotopy class [β] . We may suppose that β i has image in P i ∧ I and orientation
Step 3: An isomorphism lemma
The James map u : X → Ω(Σ(X + )) has image in Ω +s (Σ(X + )), and the map u : X → Ω +s (Σ(X + )) with restricted codomain induces a continuous bijection u * :
(Ω +s (Σ(X + ))) on path component spaces. The fact that u * is also a homeomorphism follow from the argument use to prove the next lemma. For a map f : X → Y, we let f * * = π 3. The topological isomorphisms u
(X)).
The continuous group isomorphism
(X)) be the composite of 1.-4. and
(X)) be the continuous (and even quotient) composite of 2.-4.
Lemma 2.39. The following diagram commutes:
We note that the function D will not be continuous even when X contains only a single point (i.e. Σ(X + ) S 1 ). This is illustrated by the fact that any open neighborhood V = n j=1 K j n , U j of a concatenation α * α −1 of a simple loop α with it's inverse contains a simple β which has no orientation. β may be found by "pulling" the middle of α * α −1 off of x 0 within a sufficiently small neighborhood of x 0 . For this reason, our main difficulty lies in proving the continuity of K.
Step 5: Continuity of K Lemma 2.40. The composite K :
(X)) and β ∈ K −1 (W). We now refer to the details of the decomoposition of β in step 2. If β has image in U, then clearly β ∈ I, U ⊆ D −1 (e) ⊆ K −1 (W). Suppose, on the other hand, that some simple loop restriction β m i has image intersecting Σ(X + )−U and D(β) = β 1 β 2 ...β n is the (possibly empty) decomposition of β. Recall from our the notation in step 2, that β j = β m i j , j = 1, ..., n are the β m i with orien-
We recall that β ∈ C, U , where 
We assume each V i j satisfies 1. and 2. of Lemma 2.33 and by Remark 2.35 that
is an open neighborhood of β in the loop space. We claim that each loop γ ∈ V is homotopic to a loop γ such that D(γ ) ∈ (K ) −1 (W). If this is done, we have
and since h X is a bijection,
This gives K(V ) ⊆ W, proving the continuity of K.
We define γ piecewise and begin by setting γ (C) = x 0 . The restricted path
by using the construction of Remark 2.36. We set
which by construction is a simple loops in V i . Intuitively, we have replaced the portions of γ which are close to x 0 ("close" meaning with respect to V ) with arcs and constant paths. Since
for each i, it follows that γ ∈ V . Moreover, since γ(t) γ (t) only when γ(t) and γ (t) both lie in the path connected, contractable neighborhood U, it is obvious that γ γ . It now suffices to show that D(γ ) ∈ (K ) −1 (W). We begin by checking which of the simple loops γ i ∈ V i ∩ Ω(Σ(X + )) have orienation and will appear in the word D(γ ). If i i j for any j, all simple loops in V i , including γ i are trivial. Therefore γ i has no orienation and will not appear as a letter in D(γ ). If this is the case for all i so that D(β) is the emtpy word, then D(γ ) must also be the empty word e ∈ (K ) −1 (W). Suppose on the other hand that D(β) = β 1 β 2 ...β n e and i = i j for some j. The neighborhood V i = V i j was chosen so that all simple loops in V i j have orientation j . Since γ i ∈ V i j is simple, it has orienation j and we have
Using this lemma, we easily prove our main result.
Step 6: Proof of Theorem 2.28.
We have already show that h X is a continuous group isomorphism, natural in X. To show that h X is also open we suppose U is open in F P X R (π top 0 (X)). The commutativity of the diagram in Lemma 2.39 and bijectivity of h X gives equality
By the previous lemma, the right side of this equation is open in Ω(Σ(X + )) and since P Ω is a quotient map,
2.7
The weak suspension spaces wΣ(X + ) and π top 1 (wΣ(X + ))
We pause here to note a deficiency of the suspension spaces Σ(X + ). It is easy to see that X is compact if and only if there is a countable neighborhood base at the basepoint x 0 consisting of neighborhoods of the form B n = X ∧ 0, 1 n n−1 n , 1 . Consequently, if X is a non-compact, first-countable (resp. metric) space, then Σ(X + ) may not be first countable (resp. a metric space). For this reason we consider a slightly weaker topology on the underlying set of Σ(X + ), and denote the resulting space as wΣ(X + ). A basis for the topology of wΣ(X + ) is given by subsets of the form V ∧ (a, b) and B n , where V ∈ B X and n ≥ 2. Clearly, the identity function id : Σ(X + ) → wΣ(X + ) is continuous.
The "weak suspension" wΣ(X + ) has a few advantages over Σ(X + ) including the fact that if X is a subspace of R n , then wΣ(X + ) may be embedded as a subspace of R n+1 .
If X ⊂ [0, ∞) is any subspace of the non-negative real line, then wΣ(X + ) is homeomorphic to a∈X C a ⊂ R 2 with basepoint (−1, 0). It is not necessarily true that Σ(X + ) a∈X C a if X is non-compact.
The arguments in this section may be repeated to compute π (Σ(X + )) is a topological group. Therefore, a complete answer to Question 1 is necessary (but not sufficient) to characterize the spaces X for which π top 1 (Σ(X + )) is a topological group. Question 1 has recieved a good deal of attention for the case when Y is a Tychonoff space. We provide an answer for non-Tychonoff spaces and reference some of the known partial solutions for the Tychonoff case in section 3.2. In doing so, we produce spaces having discontinuous multiplication in their topological fundamental group.
The topology of F R (Y) for Y Hausdorff
Let Y be a Hausdorff space. We study the topological properties of F R (Y) with the goal of characterizing the topological properties of π Since Y is Hausdorff, every word in M * T (Y) has a neighborhood base of separating neighborhoods. We note a subtle distinction in terminology: If U is a separating neighborhood of w and v ∈ U, then U is a neighborhood of v but is not necessarily a separating neighborhood of v. . . . U n n is then a separating neighborhood of w containing v . The same arguments apply to w and U when v is reduced or unreduced. Since this will continue until we reach the reduced word of v, it follows that |R(w)| ≤ |R(v)|.
For each integer n ≥ 0, let F n (Y) = {w ∈ F R (Y)||w| ≤ n} denote the set of reduced words of length no greater than n. 
We now find some properties of F R (Y) which are often desirable in free topological groups. Let Z denote the set of all finite sequences ζ = 1 , ..., n with i ∈ {±1}, including the empty sequence. For each ζ = 1 , ..., n ∈ Z, let Y ζ = {y 
(Y) and R being quotient gives that C is closed in F R (Y).
Proposition 3.5.
If Y is Hausdorff and n ≥ 0, the restriction R n :
and R is a quotient map, it suffices to show that R 3. For each n ≥ 1, the canonical map σ n : Y n → F R (Y) taking (y 1 , ..., y n ) to the word y 1 ..., y n is a closed embedding.
Proof. 
But there is a w ∈ U ∩ V by assumption and so UV −1 contains the word ww −1 . Therefore e = R(ww Since we are primarily interested in T1 quasitopological groups, this theorem motivates our study of F R (Y) for Hausdorff spaces Y. It also provides an immediate answer to Question 1 for Hausdorff, noncompletely regular spaces. (Σ(X + )) is not a topological group. This fact enables us to produce explicit counterexamples to the assertion that topological fundamental groups are always a topological group. (Σ(X + )).
We may also apply Theorem 3.6 to fully characterize when all powers of a continuous surjection are quotient. 
commutes and the reduction maps are quotient maps, F R (q) is a quotient map.
To prove the converse, we let σ
n is a closed embedding. We show the restriction p = F R (q)|Xn :X n →Ỹ n is a quotient map using the commutative diagram
where the reduction maps are distinguished with subscripts. To see that p being quotient implies q n is quotient, take C ⊆ Y n such that (
Suppose A ⊆Ỹ n such that p −1 (A) is closed inX n . Since R X and F R (q) are assumed to be quotient and Y n is closed in F R (Y), it suffices to show that
is closed in X ζ for each ζ = 1 , ..., k . We proceed by induction on |ζ| = k. It is clear that if |ζ| < n, then B ζ = ∅. Additionally, if |ζ| = n and ζ 1, 1, ..., 1, then B ζ = ∅. On the other hand, if |ζ| = n and ζ = 1, 1, ..., 1, then
closed by assumption. Now we suppose that |ζ| > n and B ζ is closed in X δ for all δ such that |δ| = n, n + 1, ..., |ζ| − 1. Let
q(x j ), then q(D i ) ∩ q(D j ) = ∅. Now we consider the cases when y is and is not reduced.
If y is reduced and v ∈ D, then M * T (q)(v) ∈ E must also be reduced by Lemma 3.2. Therefore n < |ζ| = |y| = |R Y (M * T (v))|, i.e. the reduced word of M * T (q)(v) has length greater than n and cannot lie in A ⊆Ỹ n . Therefore
If y is not reduced, then for each i ∈ {1, ..., k − 1} such that q(x i ) = q(x i+1 ) and i = − i+1 , we let . . . x k k be the words obtained by removing the i-th and (i+1)-th letters from y and x respectively. We also let ζ i = 1 , . . . , i−1 , i+2 , ... k . This gives
We know by our induction hypothesis that B ζ i is closed in X ζ i and so we may find a separating neighborhood
is an open neighborhood of x. Now take a separating neighborhood U of x such that U ⊆ D ∩ i U i where the intersection ranges over the i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} such that q(x i ) = q(x i+1 ) and i = − i+1 . It now suffices to show that (X) n is a quotient map for all n ≥ 1.
Proof. If (P X ) n : X n → π top 0 (X) n is a quotient map for all n ≥ 1, then π (X) n must be a quotient map for all n ≥ 1.
Theorem 3.6 also allows us to remark on the countability of F R (Y). The argument used to prove the next statement is based on that used by Fabel [11] to show that the Hawaiian earring group is not first countable. ) n is the empty word e for each n ≥ 1 so w n ∈ R −1 (B i ) for all i, n ≥ 1. Since Y is non-discrete Hausdorff, we may find M < j 1 < k 1 < j 2 < k 2 < j 3 < ... in J such that y M and all of the y j n and y k n are distinct. We now consider the reduced word We now give an explicit example of a totally path disconnected, Hausdorff space X which does not have property (H ). In this case π top 1 (Σ(X + )) F R (X) is T1 but fails to be Hausdorff (and consequently to be a topological group).
Example 3.17. We begin by defining the underlying set of a space X. Let K = { 1 n |n ≥ 1}, −K = {−k|k ∈ K}, and X = (K×(−K {0} K)) {a, b}. We define a basis for the topology of X as follows. For each (r, s) ∈ K×(−K K), the singleton {(r, s)} is open in X. Let K m be the set K m = { This question has close ties to many open classification problems in the study of free topological groups [23] . If we compose the continuous identity homomorphism φ Y : F R (Y) → F M (Y) with reduction we obtain a map which may still be thought of as reduction but which is commonly denoted as
Typically, the restriction of i to the subspace (X)) are isomorphic as groups, however, the former has topology (sometimes strictly) finer than the later.
If this is indeed, the case π top n will be a functor to the category of abelian quasitopological groups but not to the category of abelian topological groups. A computation of π top n (Σ n (X + )) for n ≥ 2 should then provide an answer to Question 4.
Our application of free topological groups also indicates a potiential "fix" to the fundamental defect of π top 1 which is shown to exist in this paper and in [9] : π top 1 (X, x) is not always a topological group even for some reasonable spaces X.
There are a number of alternative approaches to transfering topological structure to fundamental groups. Many of these approaches make use of some topology on the set of loops, however, if we change the topology on the set of loops Ω(X, x) and again identify homotopy classes, we will likely disturb the suspension-loop adjunction and be forced to give up many of the conveniences of classical homotopy. On the other hand, if we keep the compact-open topology, one might then ask if there is a finest group topology on π 1 (X, x) such that the canonical function Ω(X, x) → π 1 (X, x) is continuous. Luckily, the existence of free topological groups gives such a topology for free: The function Ω(X, x) → π 1 (X, x) induces a group epimorphism F M (Ω(X, x)) → π 1 (X, x) and we may then view π 1 (X, x) as the quotient of the free topological group F M (Ω(X, x)). This construction will provide a homotopy invariant which is slightly weaker than π top 1 but which takes values in the category of topological groups and has much nicer properties. A detailed study of this topology (at least when it is interesting) should amount to studying the properties of free topological groups on loop spaces of pathological spaces.
